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I. Reading Comprehension (10 Marks) 

Read the following e mail , then answer the questions below: 

Dear Sami, 
Last weekend, I went to the book fair in Meshref. I went with my family. We saw 

different kinds of books, there. I bought a dictionary to help me spell difficult words. My 
mother bought a cooking book. My brother bought a science book because he studies 
Medicine. My father bought a book about planets and stars. He likes reading about space. My 
sister bought some English and Maths books. It was a lovely day. We enjoyed our time very 
much. 

Your friend, Ali 

A) Choose the best answer from a, b ,c and d (4x1Y2 6) 

1- Ali's mother bought a book about ..................... 

a) cooking 
	

b) science 
c) planets 
	

d) stars 

2- Ali's brother studies ................ 
a) Space 	 b) Medicine 
c) English 	 d) Maths 

3- At the book fair, there are different ..............of books. 
a) words 	 b) days 
c) times 	 d) kinds 

4- The underlined word "He "in line 4 refers to 
a) Sami 	 b) Ali's brother 
c) Ali's father 	 d) Ali 

B ) Answer the following questions: (2X2= 4) 
5- Why did Ali buy a dictionary? 

Ali bought a dictionary to help him spell difficult words 

6- When did the family go to the book fair? 
The family went to the book fair .last weekend. 



IFI Language form & meaning (6 Marks) 11 

A) Vocabulary 

Choose the right answer from a,b,c and d: (3x1 =3) 

7- The mobile phone is a useful........................... 
a) invention 	 b) direction 
c) century 	 d) shelf 

8-I am so ................because Twill visit Canada. 
a) famous 	 b) special 	 i 
c) ancient 	 d) excited 

9- My little sister ............some money under a tree at the park. 
a) found 	 b) wrote 
c) spoke 	 d) sailed 

B) Grammar 

Choose the right answer from a.b.c and d:(3x1=3) 

10- Sara likes music. She is good ..........playing the piano. 
a) in 	 b) to 
c) at 	 d) for 

11-Mum has just ..........a cake. 
a) makes 	 b) made 
c) make 	 d) making 

12- Ibn Sina is one of.................famous scientists. 
a) more 	 b) most 
c) more than 	 d) the most 
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III. Writing (14 Marks) 
11 

(A) Write a short paragraph of 5 sentences on (A dentist) with the help of guide 
picture and words (lOmarks) 

Exposition of ideas, 
paragraphing & 
number of sentences  

Spelling 
Grammar 

Handwriting 
Punctuation 

Total 

7'/2 1'/2 1 10 

(yesterday - toothache / go - dentist /with - mother / appointment - at 8 / give - medicine) 

..... 
\V/ 

................................................................................................................ 

..................................................................................................................... 

(B Will in the missing letters in each word : (4 x 1 =4 ) 

13) copss 	14) window 	15) muscles  16) bottle 
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